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Kerem brings more than 15 years of experience 
as a marketing scientist and executive. He has 
expertise in the areas of price and revenue 
optimization, assessing promotion effectiveness, 
yield optimization in digital marketing and real 
time analytics. He has managed mid and large-
size analytics teams in Fortune 500 companies 
and delivered large scale analytics solutions for 
retail marketing and merchandising units. His out-
of-the box thinking and problem solving skills led 
to 4 patent awards and numerous academic 
publications. He is also a sought after speaker in 
Big Data and BI Platforms for Marketing Analytics.



Micro Moments occur throughout the consumer 
journey

Bought tickets 
to concert

Buy shoes 
online, pick-up 
in store

Watch YT video 
for how to tie fly 

fishing knots

Search for lawn 
mower reviews 
in the aisle

Use airline app 
to reschedule flight

At work, check 
out movie theater 

show times

Compare two travel 
reward credit cards

Visit insurance 
site to file a claim

Research best
running apps

On the bus, book 
dinner reservation

PurchaseAWARENES
S

CONSIDERATION

PURCHASE

LOYALTY



The Omni Measurement Continuum



Omni measurement continuum

Starter

Intermediate

Advanced

Future

Data, insights, 
attribution and 
execution are 
automated, geo-
specific  and real-time 
across channels. 
Marketing is tied to 
merchandising.

More advanced 
insights drive near 
real-time, targeted 
marketing execution

Data is used to predict 
future customer 
response to marketing 
campaigns 

Basic data and reports 
are used to make 
decisions 



Starter

She browses the website, 
looks for fashion items for 
the 30-40 age group, lives 
in rural MI, and 
occasionally shops in store.

What you can see?

Customer records

Order details

Operational information

Aggregate customer attributes: age, gender, psychographics

Aggregate customer characteristics: for example, location (ex. rural 
v. urban) or generation (millennial v. baby boomer)

Percent of customers that are omni-channel 

What you can do?
Basic data reporting

Measure efficiencies in business operations

Basic customer information 

Baseline: 
You are able to see and use customer, business and 
promotions data to generate basic, historical 
reports and dashboards. Databases are disparate



Starter What you can see?

Historical purchase behavior

Preferences

Lifetime value (based on past to current data)

Past responses to marketing efforts

Likelihood to buy

Future propensity to respond to marketing messaging

Relative LTV of customers that are omni-channel v. single channel

What you can do?
Target and segment

Create propensity to purchase modeling

Intermediat
e

She browses the website, 
looks for fashion items for 
30-40 age group, lives in 
rural MI, and occasionally 
shops in store. She also 
buys from .com four times 
a year, and has a $300 
average order value, which 
puts her in a high 
Customer Lifetime Value 
segment. She buys from 
our stores and website.

The Big Leap: 
Now you can start using data in a more predictive 
way, i.e. use past transaction data to make predictions 
about how customers will respond to future 
marketing



Starter What you can see?

Predicted customer LTV (using past LTV to predict LTV in the future 
lifespan of a customer)

Which marketing programs drive increases in purchase frequency 
within a specific segment (ex. omni-channel shoppers)

What you can do?
Make product recommendations based on past transaction history

Deliver x-device, location-based customized offers (not real time)

Target and recommend or make offers based on demographics of 
segments of existing vs new customers

Target and segment based on location (ex. rural v. urban), 
generation (millennial v. baby boomer) etc.

Identify  who the customer is and how to get them to buy more 
often (increase purchase frequency and reduce purchase latency)

Advanced

She may also be interested 
in outdoors’ apparel. She’s 
most likely to respond to 
emails by visiting our  
website more frequently. 
She is likely to migrate to a 
higher Customer Lifetime 
Value segment within the 
next 2 years and is 
prompted to buy in store 
after searching on Google.

The Big Leap: 
Now you can use more advanced and deep insights 
to drive near real-time marketing execution. You 
can tie the stack of data and analytics together more 
closely. This will result in increased conversions, better 
activation of  omni-channel customers, and 
expanded awareness with more relevant and customized 
marketing.



Starter What you can see?

When your highest value omni-channel customers come into the 
store, the specific product attributes that make them buy (tying 
marketing to merchandising)

What products and product attributes attract your highest LTV 
customers

What you can do?
Realize the full value omni: acquiring, converting and creating loyal 

omni-customers

iMake real-time recommendations based on geo-targeting

Automate your media buying

Location-based real time marketing optimization

Marketing and merchandise syncing

Create marketing programs designed to sell specific products in the 
store (i.e.  your marketing programs take the merchandise and 
assortment into account)

Future

She lives 5 miles from  our 
nearest store, is more 
likely to respond to a 20% 
off promo for outdoors 
apparel when walking in 
the vicinity of the store 
over the weekend. She’s 
more likely to buy red than 
blue and wears medium. 
Recommended products 
include outdoors shoes as 
complementary items to 
what she bought from us 
last time. We know where 
to find and how to acquire 
other customers like her.

The Big Leap:
You can do everything discussed in previous steps, 
except you can now do it in a more end-to-end 
automated and real-time fashion, and you can tie 
it to merchandising strategy



Omni measurement continuum

Starter

Intermediate

Advanced

Future

Data, insights, 
attribution and 
execution are 
automated, geo-
specific  and real-time 
across channels. 
Marketing is tied to 
merchandising.

More advanced 
insights drive near 
real-time, targeted 
marketing execution, 
ability to identify and 
activate omni-channel 
shopper

Data is used to predict 
future customer 
response to marketing 
campaigns 

Basic data and reports 
are used to make 
decisions 



The 5 layers of omni-channel marketing organizations

DATA ANALYTICS INTELLIGENC
E

EXECUTION DELIVERY



Comprised of first party and third party data, this 
centralized “sandbox” contains data from multiple sources. 
This allows a company to  begin building a holistic story 
around customers, products and operations. Can be a data 
unification layer that connects disparate data sources.

DATA

Examples of systems and technology:



Examples of systems and technology:

ANALYTICS Tool set and platforms which help build insights. Beyond the 
tools themselves, the team matters most here. Highly 
talented analytics teams are valuable assets which need to 
be nurtured, protected and supported.



Examples of systems and technology:

INTELLIGENCE Automated decision making. Next gen analytics including 
real time decision making are key for scaling analytics 
teams without continually throwing headcount at analytics 
problems.



Examples of systems and technology:

EXECUTION Marketing messaging and campaign execution. In order to 
deliver value, analytics output needs to generate insights, 
which then drive campaign execution strategy online and 
offline. This is accomplished primarily using internal 
systems.



Examples of systems and technology:

DELIVERY Deliver marketing campaigns using 3rd party vendors. Scale 
can be achieved by partnering with outside providers in 
mass delivery of campaigns (which are not a retailer’s core 
competency) 



Omnichannel Digital Marketing Ecosystem 

Online & 
Offline 

Transactio
n Data

Inputs Data Analytics Intelligence Media Buy

Cross 
Device & 
Location 

Based 
Tracking

Online to Offline 
Attribution



Creating a Feedback Loop for Digital Marketing Optimization

AUTOMATED DIGITAL MARKETING AT SCALE AND IN-HOUSE

Target audiences 
– custom and in-

market

Align Marketing 
strategiesMeasure Results

Execution
D

ata

Analytics

Agencies

Exchanges

Off-premise 
DMP/DSP

Media 
Buy

Future

On Premise

Advanced



Organizational Structure
Omnichannel Incentives
Lack of talent

People
People

TechnologyProcessSiloed teams
Many sources of truth
Top-down vs bottom-up 
attribution

Process
Siloed data/analytics 
implementations
Resistance to cloud tech
Absence of a DMP 
and/or a DSP
Tracking at a single 
userid level
Cross-platform reach
Cost of ownership

Technology

…and opportunities

CHALLENGES

19 I



THANK YOU!
ktomak@gmail.com
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